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Preparing Your Vehicle for a 
Vacation or Long Trip [8 Key Tips]
By John L. “Lin” McCraw III, P.C.

They say a vacation is just a sunburn at premium 
prices. Nonetheless, people everywhere live for 
their annual trips, often spending idle time at 
work daydreaming about their summer road 
trips and beach escapes. 

When the time for your road trip finally arrives, 
follow the tips below to make sure your car is 
ready to make the journey. 

1. Check your tires. 

Examine the tread remaining, and replace the 
tires if  needed. Also, check for any bulges 
or other signs of  damage in the tires’ walls; 
these defects may make them more prone to 
blowouts. Your tires’ pressure should also match 
the recommendations found on the driver’s side 
door jam. 

2. Get a check up from a qualified 
mechanic. 

The mechanic should scrutinize your brake 
pads, battery, wipers and fluid levels. Schedule 
any maintenance or repairs before you leave for 
vacation. 

3. Don’t overload the car. 

All cars have a maximum load capacity; this 
number takes into account the weight of  all 
passengers as well as any luggage or other 
cargo. If  you approach the car’s capacity, weigh 
your items to avoid exceeding the limit. Never 
place heavy loads on the roof  of  your vehicle, 
as doing so can make it harder to handle the 
vehicle in the event of  poor weather or another 
emergency. If  you have a luggage rack on the 
roof  of  your vehicle, and you won’t be using 
it during the trip, take it off  to improve fuel 
efficiency. 
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““The real voyage of  discovery 
consists not in seeking new 
landscapes, but in having 

new eyes.”
~Marcel Proust
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4. Take a page from the Boy Scouts, and Be 
Prepared. 

Even with all of  the right precautions, you may 
still encounter an emergency while on vacation. 
The Association for Safe International Road 
Travel reports that approximately 2.35 million 
people get hurt in car accidents in the United 
States each year. Pack an emergency kit that 
includes first aid items, basic tools, water, a 
flashlight and a blanket. Keep your cell phone 
charged at all times in case you need to call for 
help. 

5. Keep the kids safe and entertained. 

Having kids in the car leads to distractions, 
especially if  they get bored or fight with 
one another. Keep your kids entertained by 
bringing along plenty of  snacks and car-friendly 
activities. Avoid loading them up on sugar or 
refined carbs, however, as the resultant blood 
sugar spikes and crashes will lead to distracting 
mood swings in the backseat. Provide blankets 
and pillows for naps. Also, triple check car 
seats, boosters and restraints before you hit 
the highway. If  you’re confused about how to 
install car seats – and truth be told, it sometimes 
seems like it requires an advanced engineering 
degree to get them in properly! – schedule 
an appointment with your local police for 
assistance. 

6. Don’t get lost... and if  you do, reorient 
yourself  safely. 

Make sure you know where you’re going at 
all times during your vacation by bringing a 
portable GPS system on your trip. If  you don’t 

have access to a GPS, bring printed directions, 
and ask a passenger to serve as navigator during 
the trip. Avoid fiddling with your mobile device 
while behind the wheel. If  you need to look at a 
screen to get oriented, pull over safely, and then 
figure out where you are and where you need to 
be. 

7. Follow the rules of  the road, especially in 
heavy traffic.

While making your way to a prime vacation 
destination during peak season, you will likely 
encounter heavy traffic at least once. When 
dealing with congestion, be patient. Follow all 
traffic safety rules to prevent an accident, and 
breathe. You will get there! Be mindful of  other 
drivers, as they may not be as careful as you are, 
and they also might be drinking or distracted. To 
avoid congestion, structure your trip so that you 
won’t be on the road during morning or evening 
rush hours.  

8. Bring documentation. 

Accidents can happen even when you do 
everything you can to prevent them. Bring a 
copy of  your car insurance, car warranty and the 
contact information for an emergency service 
with you on your trip. 

If  you have been involved in an accident on 
the road, call the McCraw Law Group today 
to schedule a free consultation with us. We 
can help you obtain fair compensation for 
damages caused by someone else’s negligence or 
carelessness. Call us at 972-854-7900.
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Your 7th Amendment 
right to trial by jury is 
the right that protects 

all of  your other rights.  
Members of  the firm 
stand resolute in the 

protection of  the right to 
a trial by jury.

After a successful and exhilarating walk on Sunday, May 15, the staff at the 

McCraw Law Group is already making plans for summer vacation.  Some of 

us will be “Leaving on A Jet Plane” to the Clearwater, Florida, while others will 

be “Going Back to Cali.”  Some of us are heading “Eastbound and Down,” 

to Roswell, New Mexico and then will enjoy the cool pines of Ruidoso.  Since 

the rest of the group will spend the summer driving all over the state, they will 

inevitably be singing “Life Is A Highway.”  Regardless of where your travel plans 

take you, be sure to “Keep the Car Running” in your “Little Red Corvette,” but 

most of all, “Take It Easy!”  


